
ADVERTISING & A 

4640 Noble Avenue 
Sherman Oaks, California 
91403 - 

duly 20, 1972 

Dear Sylvia, 

Enclosed please find the results, in rough draft form, of mutch agony, soul searChing, and muCh lose of income and sleep. At times it was almost decided to forget the whole thing and give up this Country to the *wolves”® but this only led to the idea that what we may have here is Simply another example of a fairly Common oCCurranCe in human affairs. If we paCked up and went Somewhere else, as happed with the widow in this Case, then we would only find another hydra there, 

I suppose it is quixotic to assume any publisher would touch this manuscript =~ assuming it has merit -- but then what's the use of keeping this inside? So lets Say this 1s a story that, on it's fate, is politically unacceptable and very nearly unbelievable, 

When we first got Confirmation of what we Saw in the films, in interviews of witnesses, it had the effect of restoring our Sanity. We we got Confirmation from a CourCe who was in daily ContaCtt with JFK, and was with him in Dallas, then we knew many others in government knew this story. 

The silence from those who knew was understandable for a number of reasons: 
(1) Unambiguous evidence was almost impossible to Come 
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(2) the exposure would touch off a Confrontation that woulda be entirely one sided ané... 
(3) result in the Collapse of the <u government, It is Clear that some of this must be re-edited for publication and some must be re=-phrased to avoid legal problems, For this Peason, we are anxious for this manusCript to remain tightly held until publication. ‘he Charges made here would not be appreciated in some quarters,



PAGE TWO 
SYLVIA MEAGHER 
JULY 20, 1972 

Our purpose in Choosing you as it's first reader is Clear, We 
respect your work on the Case and would value your Criticisms, 

We hope to benefit by your Critique and to make revisions in the 
final draft incorporating your suggestions and thus Come up with 
Something whith would stand up when it’s presented in final forn. 

I would only ask that you not show this Copy to anyone and upon 
Completion of your Critique please return this Copy to me together 
with your marginalia or Critique. 

We will make revisions and then ~-- if you wish -- send you the 
results of our final draft. 

Then, I suppose, would be the time to ask your advise regarding reliable publishers and/or agents. 

We reCognize that some work will still need to be done -- Perry and 
i are still making revisions (this Can go on endlessly) -- but we 
want you to look at this in it's present form while we go ahead and 
Check Citations and make minor revisions here and there, 

Some of the photographic exhibits are too Costly to duplicate so 
they are not inCluded with your Copy. We trust that this will not 
Seriously hamper your evaluation, 

En¢losed please find an exthange between myself and Cyril WeSht 
whith gives us much encouragement. I would hope this Could be 
Carried further, but will await your evaluation of the manus¢ript before I Contact him further. I'm glad he didn't @ismiss me as a 
nut. He Could easily do this, based on the two page letter I sent, 

You will note some Citations that read: Interview with John Doe 
in Individual Rights and National Crises, p. 00, OR CUTERU Ley WET 

VYonfidentially, this refers to un-beepered taped telephone inter- 
wiews made by the authors without the Confent of the person inter- 
viewed, I have the tapes and transCripts of them. We've deCided to 
quote from these, using the subterfuge of Citing an unpublished 
manusCript sinCe the method used to obtain the interviews was 
illegal. 

For this reason and others, this manusCript must not be CirCulated 
until legal advice has been obtained. We Could be in a lot of trouble 
if some of these quotes leak out. 

For now though, we want to make the manusCript as strong aS possible and 
then worry about editing later. Perry and I will be hanging by our : 
thumbs until we hear from you. 


